Ninja 650 forum

The Ninja is a versatile middleweight motorcycle that can handle everyday commuting and the
occasional canyon-carving run. Per multiple diagnoses, the problem is because of the fairing
rattling while the bike is moving. This problem is widespread among Ninja owners. Kawasaki
once issued a recall for the bikes affected at one time, hoping to fix the problem. What they did
was to remove the fairing and place foam pads in strategic places to reduce the vibration. While
there is a dearth of confirmed fixes for this problem, here are some suggested DIY solutions:.
Either the bike is running too lean excess air or too rich excess fuel. Ninja owners report cases
of their bike stalling because of an engine backfire. Surging is a different problem. From reports
of mechanics, the backfiring and surging problems are caused by similar factors namely, leaky
vacuums, restricted fuel injectors, and faulty air filters. Per reports from Ninja owners, the
transmission on this motorcycle is prone to several issues. Hence, riders tend to experience
problems with the gear-shift process. As said earlier, this problem is usually the result of a
malfunctioning transmission. Worn clutch plates can also be responsible, especially for the
slipping transmission. Some Ninja owners have not had it lucky with the electrical systems on
their bikes. Many Ninja owners say they experience oil leaks on their bikes. When the seal is
broken, oil leaks and passes through the weep hole near the pump and onto the floor. You may
discover that the oil leak is coming from the left side of the bike. Typically, when you press the
clutch lever, the clutch should disengage, allowing you to change gears. If the clutch delays
before it disengage, then you have a sticky clutch problem on your hands. We advise checking
the clutch plates to see if they are getting lubrication at all. This is because many owners traced
the issue to dry clutches. The clutch plates may need replacement. This would explain the hard
shifts that often come with the sticky clutch issue. Some mechanics have also suggested that
using an aftermarket clutch lever can cause this problem. However, the details of this problem
vary across different individuals. Some report that the bike stalls mostly when it is idling, such
as during pre-ride warm-up. This feature helps redirect hot engine air to the ground, and away
from the rider. However, what separates the motorcycle from its bigger Kawasaki cousins is its
street-focused ergonomics and control, which makes it easy to ride for beginners. Thanks to its
sportbike spirit and speed-minded technology, it offers enough performance for canyon-carving
runs. Still, it features improved rider ergonomics that make it suitable for long-distance touring.
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Oct 23, Baxter Active Member Oct 23, I haven't contributed too much to this forum, and so I
thought I'd remedy that with a summary of the touring mods I made to my Ninja R. The most
essential addition is an automatic chain oiler. This virtually eliminates chain maintenance on a
longer trip. I installed a Scottoiler E-system. It wasn't difficult to install, and I can get about 2, or
more miles out of a fill. I pack a small bottle of extra oil with a filler hose in an extra-sturdy
ziplock bag for refills on longer trips. The E-system includes a bar-mounted controller which
allows the oil to be increased or decreased on the fly--when the weather gets rainy or the roads
get dusty, I can increase oiling without stopping, and then return it to normal once those
conditions have changed. I have over 36, miles on one set of chain and sprockets! Two on the
road issues have occurred: the emitter can get plugged with road grime, just wipe it off daily
with a gas station towel; and the first indication that my battery was nearing the end of its life
was when electrical irregularities would wipe the Scottoiler's memory and require me to
reprogram it while on a trip. An essential but cheap item is my Kuryakyn small rubber throttle
boss--a real wrist saver! The stock suspension on the 's was not very good. Both front and rear
are matched to my weight. The Gold Valve Emulators require a little drill work to install being
mechanically reclined, I had the shop do the installation , but allow for a variable opening for the
displaced fork oil depending on the force of the jolt. This really smoothed out my Little Red
Ninja's ride. I've noticed on various Ninja forums that owners of more current models haven't
been as much interested in suspension upgrades, which implies that Kawasaki may have
improved the stock setup or, more accurately, improved the stock setup just enough to stop the
online kvetching. Many people complained about the stock seat, but a new seat wasn't
necessary after I modded the suspension. I also really enjoy my heated grips. They're a two
level type sold by Moose Brothers, consisting of heat pads that are fit underneath the stock
grips, and a good looking switch that I have mounted in the left inner fairing cover. I rounded
things out with a Zero Gravity tall double bubble windshield, they also make a specific touring
windshield. For luggage, I prefer adventure bike styled drybags. I have a Kriega US40 set of

tailbags. This is a set of two 10 liter bags and one 20 liter bag that can be used individually or
strapped together they also have a larger 30 liter bag that can be added to this kit. I like the
multibag approach as I am able to leave most of my stuff at a hotel while exploring an area while
still carrying my rain gear and tool kit. I also have an Ortlieb low profile set of dry saddlebags
now sold under the Touratech brand , they hold a lot, are easy to get into while traveling, and do
not require saddlebag stays. All of this is rainproof--I was using this setup when I had to go
through four hours of rain at interstate speeds. My new and not yet tour tested tankbag is water
resistant but has zippers so they cannot claim it is waterproof. It's an Oxford, magnetic
attachment, and has a waterproof pocket for a GPS unit with built in sun shade. The GPS can be
used through the clear plastic soft screen. I added an inexpensive charger outlet to my bars and
also bought a refurbished TomTom cheap enough so I won't get too bent out of shape should it
walk off one day. I've made a few other mods, but they aren't necessary for travel--in dash
garage door opener button, tail tidy, upgraded headlight bulbs modest improvement , slightly
louder horn, DoubleTronics unit to keep the headlights from looking like Popeye in low beam,
Deal's Gap dragon stickers, IBA license plate bracket wait, maybe that last one is essential. Last
edited: Oct 31, You must log in or register to reply here. Discussion in ' Road Warriors ' started
by damasovi , Feb 18, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Ninja , why? Both ninjas have very
similar looks, so it is a tie. Ergonomics: I have sat down on both bikes and they fit me fine tie. I
see the weight and top speed are the first 2 main differences, brakes and suspention coming
latter. The bike will be use almost every day to go to work and to play on the weekends, maybe 1
track day every president not a priority , mpgs are a consideration, but not a deal breaker unless
we go 70 vs Solo riding most of the time, with 2 up maybe once a month. So any comments? I
will appreciate your input Damasovi. Joined: Mar 18, Oddometer: Super Sneaky Steve and
damasovi like this. Joined: Jan 22, Oddometer: 1, Location: Florida. I guess one question YOU
need to answer is are you going to upgrade suspension? If not, then the best 'out of the box' is
your answer. If so, then there is more to consider. The is a very tractable motor down low and
pretty fun on top. Haven't ridden the , but some vids certainly look appealing. DaBinChe , Feb
18, DRZ super moto could be a better choice. ADV Sponsors. Joined: Feb 11, Oddometer: 11,
Location: On a hill. Go with the ' 17 It was a major upgrade. YJake , Feb 18, I've only ridden an
older Ninja but at the time it was a fantastic value for the money. I would certainly not overlook
it as a competent bike as it comes off the showroom floor. The newest model seems to be a
decent improvement on the older one. Reviews of the new look promising but I can't comment
on the bike otherwise. Jim Moore , Feb 19, Try a paradigm shift. Buy a used A from any of the
big four will be appallingly fast. Johann and damasovi like this. Joined: Dec 23, Oddometer: 9, If
track performance is your deterrent, watch this: Personally for me would be solo vs 2up but pre
owned Mk1 not really good 2up due to short wheelbase. For commuting in stop-n-go traffic,
splitting would be easier but for touring probably due to rack availability and stability in
crosswinds though it is crappy too. You can't go wrong either bike you pick; just remember it's
more fun to ride slow bike fast than fast bike slow. Visited provinces: Visited states:. Super
Sneaky Steve , Feb 19, Joined: Mar 4, Oddometer: 13, Commuting is about torque and the will
have more of it. I used to own the and I wouldn't want any less. JustKip and damasovi like this.
Stix12 , Feb 19, OP, have you looked at the Z I like it better than the Ninja OP, I agree with the
earlier post that you may be able to find a good deal on a leftover new if new is the route you're
going for. Of course, if you're open to used bikes, then wins hands down - you'll be able to find
a good one for half what the would cost though I'd suggest looking into an FZ6R if you were
looking used. You've mentioned that ergo's are similar, but the engine can feel very different
once it's fired up and you're riding. I have a and test rode a Versys and I couldn't stand the way
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brated the bars, seat and pegs. If you consider the R3 as settling for something, then perhaps
the isn't a big enough step up from that. Elle2Konsai likes this. I'd get a used I have the n krt '16
and solo it is effortless to ride I think for two up a would be better. However it will not be a long
distant two up good bike IMO. I am guessing the n might be adequate. Go with the A bike is
really in a sweet spot motor wise. Ride sagely. The powerplant has been around a long time and
has a pretty decent history of reliability and simplicity. Plenty of snot too. Crocodile Tears , Feb
20, Joined: Nov 3, Oddometer: 16, Location: Wisconny. Bummer they cut the fuel capacity in the
Was 4. Now that the doesn't rev to the moon like the old s, I'd probably lean to the Also has 4.
Are there good case options available? Johann , Feb 20, Joined: Feb 11, Oddometer: 7,
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